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Abstract5

Reflection power derived from GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) observations and its6

sensitivity to sea ice concentration are investigated in this paper. A corresponding experiment has been7

conducted during the Fram Strait cruise of the Norwegian research vessel Lance in summer 2016.8

The dedicated setup with a GORS (GNSS Occultation Reflectometry Scatterometry) receiver and dual-9

polarization (left- and right-handed) antenna links recorded 1922 hours of reflection events during the10

20-day cruise of the ship. The antenna setup, mounted 25.0m above the water line, serves to acquire sea11

surface reflections at grazing angles below 30◦. Within a 5-minute coherent integration period direct and12

reflected signal contributions can be separated. Except for highest sea states, with roll angle changes of13

20◦ peak to peak, the separation allows to retrieve the reflection power and quantifies it in cross-, co-14

and cross-to-co polar ratios. The sea ice concentration is inverted from power ratios using a non-linear15

least-squares algorithm. Additional data of sea ice concentration gathered by a watchman on the ship16

is used for validation. The inversion results have a 20% resolution in concentration and 3 h resolution17

in time. The validation shows that the cross- and the cross-to-co-polar data is sensitive to the sea ice18

concentration. The respective Pearson correlation of 0.75 and 0.67 suggests further studies to foster the19

application of GNSS data for sea ice reflectometry.20
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Sea Ice Concentration, Reflectometry, Satellite Navigation Systems, Radar Applications.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

The ocean coverage with sea ice is an important parameter in the global radiation budget.24

The knowledge of extent and other sea ice properties is, furthermore, important for navigation25

in the Arctic. Sea ice observations are, therefore, of scientific and common interest. Fram Strait,26

situated between north-east Greenland and the Svalbard archipelago, is the only deep ocean link27

of the Arctic and the main pathway for fresh water export from the Arctic to the North Atlantic.28

Changes in the sea ice conditions, there, are a crucial indicator for the general development of29

sea ice in the Arctic and have been studied over long time periods already [1], [2].30

Cruises of research vessels (R/V) are regularly conducted in this area that allow an in-situ31

sea ice characterization. A reflectometry experiment has been realized on the 2016 cruise of32

R/V Lance to explore reflected signals of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) for sea33

ice remote sensing. The motivation is to better understand the sea ice reflected signal and its34

polarization under different sea ice conditions. The incoming GNSS signal with a right-handed35

circular polarization (RHCP) is expected to change partly to left-handed circular polarization36

(LHCP) upon reflection. The ratio of polarizations depends on the permittivity of the reflecting37

medium, sea-ice or water in this case, and the signal’s incidence angle. In general, it is expected38

that an improved understanding of signal polarization after sea ice reflection will advance39

reflectometry techniques to retrieve sea ice parameters, like ice concentration, thickness and40

salinity.41

Several approaches towards GNSS sea ice remote sensing have been made already. Reflection42

measurements at LHCP have been reported for flights over sea ice in the Alaskan Arctic [3].43

In this study the reflection power was used to estimate the sea ice permittivity and to resolve44

different ice types. A dual polarization setup has been used for coastal measurements at Disko45

Bay, Greenland, during sea ice evolution in arctic winter [4]. These studies indicate a loss of46

LHCP reflection power with increasing ice age and increasing sea ice concentration that could47

be attributed to the permittivity response of the signal. Other studies stated a roughness response48

for reflection over sea ice covered surfaces. The reflection power for either polarization increases49

going from a rough wind-driven open water surface to a smoother sea ice covered surface. Such a50

roughness response has been reported for setups at the Greenland and Swedish coast [5], [6] and51

for space-based setups [7], [8]. In general, it is difficult to separate roughness and permittivity52
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response to retrieve permittivity related parameters like sea ice concentration. The difficulty has53

been avoided in a neural network approach that showed sensitivity to the sea ice concentration54

[9].55

The objective of the here presented study is to examine polarimetric data for a calibration-free56

retrieval of sea ice concentration. Polarimetric means that signal components at LHCP and RHCP57

are included. The experiment extends the scope from previous findings on sea ice permittivity58

[3] to sea ice concentration taking into account dual-polarization reflection data. The ship-based59

setup focuses on the grazing angle reflection over the sea surface with elevation angles < 30◦60

at the specular point. The grazing geometry mitigates the roughness effect and is, therefore,61

suitable to study the permittivity effect of sea ice concentration.62

The paper comprises six sections: I. the here-given introduction to the topic of GNSS re-63

flectometry for sea ice monitoring, II. a description of the experiment including the study area64

and ship-based GNSS setup, III. a presentation of the method separating signal contributions65

and estimating first power then sea ice concentration, IV. the results with the retrieved power66

distributions and concentration estimates including a validation with ancillary data, V. a short67

discussion and finally VI. the conclusions.68

II. EXPERIMENT AND SETUP69

Reflectometry measurements were conducted during the Fram Strait cruise of the research70

vessel (R/V) Lance between 25 August and 13 September 2016 (day of year 238 to 257).71

The cruise, led by the Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI), is part of a program on long-term72

oceanographic measurements and sea ice monitoring in Fram Strait. In the given period Lance73

was sailing from Longyearbyen on Svalbard (A) westward across Fram Strait reaching the Eastern74

Greenland coast, passing the edge of land fast ice (B), Dijmphna Sund (C) and Iles-de-France75

(D) before sailing back eastward across Fram Strait to Longyearbyen (A), cf. the map in Fig. 1.76

The cruise in late summer is launched after the season of summer melt. It is associated with77

the minimal sea ice extent in the Arctic. Though eastern Fram Strait is mostly ice-free this time78

of year, drift ice is typically encountered west of the prime meridian. The position of sea ice79

edge, the actual sea ice coverage, prevalent ice types and their spatial distribution may, however,80

vary substantially from year to year. Besides drift ice, an extensive area (103-104 km2) of fast81

ice or sea ice locked in place between grounded icebergs tend to exist in a shallow area of82

Belgica Bank at 79◦N off the northeast coast of Greenland. This area is known as Norske Øre83
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Fig. 1. Map indicating the ship’s trajectory during the Fram Strait cruise: eight days from Longyearbyen (A), day 238, to

the fast ice edge (B), day 246, five days along the Greenland coast sailing through Dijmphna Sund (C), day 248, further to

Isles-de-France (D), day 250, and finally seven days back to Longyearbyen (A), day 257. The sea ice concentration from the

ice watch is color-coded. The trajectory is resolved with 1 h, dot size decreasing with time. Dates refer to day of year 2016.

Ice Barrier and has been regularly monitored [10], [11]. Its extent and the age of its sea ice are84

subjected to substantial seasonal and interannual variations in response to regional dynamic and85

thermodynamic forcing. The GNSS measurements cover both, parts of the cruise with drift and86

fast ice occurrence. Furthermore, ice observations were performed approximately every 3 h by87

a watchman from the ship’s bridge when navigating through sea ice [12]. These observations88

include sea ice concentration visually estimated with a ±10% uncertainty. In addition, thirteen89

stations on drift and fast ice were established for in-situ measurements. These data allow to90

confine the sea ice permittivity model, as will be explained later, cf. specifications of eq. (10).91

A GORS type (GNSS Occultation Reflectometry Scatterometry) receiver with four front-ends92

is used, cf. previous studies [13], [14]. The setup is mounted in the crow’s nest of the ship,93

see Fig. 2. The antenna mount comprises: an up-looking (master) antenna with right-handed94

circular polarization (RHCP), as common for a geodetic purpose, providing a master link, and a95

starboard-looking (slave) antenna providing two slave links with right- and left-handed circular96

polarization (RHCP and LHCP) that means a co- and a cross-polar link w.r.t. the incoming97

signal. The static height of the master antenna, 25.0m above the water line, was determined98

with a tape measure. The slave antenna is mounted close by with a baseline length of 11 cm.99
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In the dynamic case when the ship navigates the antenna height, with respect to the water line,100

changes due to the ship’s draft and attitude variations [15]. The receiver is located in the crow’s101

nest providing the three antenna links over cable lengths of 10m each.102

Fig. 2. Scheme of specular reflections over sea ice (equal elevation angles θ of the incident and reflected rays) received by

the GNSS setup at crow’s nest (h of 25.0 m above static water line). Simultaneous observation of reflection events is possible.

The footprint ellipses around the specular point indicate the first Fresnel zone, with major (minor) axis 16 m (4 m) for a typical

elevation angle of 16◦. The main picture shows R/V Lance moored to a drifting ice floe during a sea ice station in central Fram

Strait. The small picture (upper left) shows the up-looking and starboard-looking antennas with respective boresight directions

(black and white arrows).

An initial elevation mask is set (< 30◦) to obtain reflection events at grazing incidence103

and to minimize multipath originating from the ship structure. Such a geometry leads to a104

compound signal received at the antennas with direct and reflected contributions. This means105

that samples of each link potentially contain both contributions. The separation, as required for106

further processing, is the initial part of the method.107
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III. METHOD108

A. Separation of Compound Signal and Segmentation109

Samples of a compound signal with contributions (fringes) of direct and reflected signals have110

been studied already by [16] for a very similar setup. Referring to this previous work Doppler111

shifts are calculated to identify the contributions for separation. Reflection introduces a shift112

f(r) =
1

λ

d

dt
(r − d0) (1)

where r is the path traveled by the reflected signal, d0 is the direct signal path measured113

(tracked) at the master antenna and λ denotes the wavelength of the signal carrier. In addition114

to the given Doppler shift of the reflected signal also a shift f(d) of the direct signal is defined115

where d refers to the path between slave antenna and the satellite. This effect is caused by116

the baseline between the master and the slave antenna that changes its orientation towards the117

transmitter. In case of a single antenna setup, without baseline, d0 and d are equal and the effect118

vanishes.119

Segments with a length Ts of 5 minutes are defined for signal separation on the two slave links.120

A 3rd-order polynomial fit and a Lomb-Scargle Periodogram (LSP) are applied to the segments121

in order to separate and quantify direct and sea surface reflected signal power, respectively. A122

similar approach has been described by [17] for a ground-based setup.123

The approach can be applied to the dual-antenna ship setup within certain limits. A successful124

fit of the direct signal contribution requires that the corresponding period of variation is longer125

than twice the segment length (Ts)126

T (d) =
1

|f(d)|
> 2Ts. (2)

This requirement corresponds to a Doppler range that fulfills |f(d)| < 0.1 cpm (cycles per127

minute). Ship’s attitude changes, however, can increase the range of f(d) beyond this limit, for128

example, during high sea states.129

The detection of the sea surface reflection requires that direct and reflected signal’s contribution130

are sufficiently separated in Doppler. It is the case if at least two complete periods of the reflected131

signal’s fringes are within the segment length (Ts)132
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PRN GPS time elev. [◦] roll range [◦] yaw range [◦] heave range [m] f(d) [cpm] f(r) [cpm]

G10 2016/09/03 11:15 2.2 to 4.2 2.6 26.2 0.09 0.02± 0.07 1.76± 0.02

G23 2016/09/13 09:10 4.1 to 2.3 20.8 18.5 3.66 0.02± 0.22 −1.68± 11.70

TABLE I

LOW AND HIGH SEA STATE EXAMPLE EVENTS ON SEPTEMBER 3 AND 13, RESPECTIVELY. RANGES OF ROLL, YAW AND

HEAVE ARE PEAK-TO-PEAK VALUES. DOPPLER SHIFTS ARE GIVEN BY MEAN VALUE AND THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD

DEVIATION RANGE.

T (r) =
1

|f(r)|
< Ts/2. (3)

The requirement corresponds to a Doppler range that fulfills |f(r)| > 0.4 cpm. This means that133

fringes of the reflected signal at a lower frequency cannot be detected. The important parameter134

of f(r) is the antenna height with respect to the reflecting surface, cf. [16], which is 25.0m in135

the static case.136

Doppler shifts and relevant attitude changes, including heave (vertical ship motion), are given137

in Tab. I for two example segments at low and high sea states.138

The high sea state segment is distinguished from the low sea state by a significantly larger139

range of roll and heave. It causes significant shifts |f(d)| that exceed the limit of 0.1 cpm. Shifts140

|f(r)| are, in general, sufficiently above the 0.4 cpm limit indicating that separation of direct141

and reflected signals’ contribution should be possible. In case of high sea state, however, a large142

spread of f(r) occurs. The value Ts of 5 minutes, considered here, can be modified keeping in143

mind the limits given by eq. (2), (3) and Tab. I.144

B. Coherent Power Estimation145

Power estimates result from a processing of the receiver output in the above defined segments.146

The output consists of I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature) amplitudes for the receiver’s master and147

slave links with a 10Hz sampling assumed, here. A common concept of signal demodulation148

to I , Q amplitudes for a master/slave configuration is described by [18]. It also applies to the149

GORS receiver and can be extended to a compound signal. The receiver output with its direct150

and reflected contributions then reads151
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Ic + iQc = (Id + iQd) + (Ir + iQr) (4)

with respective subscripts d and r. A 3rd-order polynomial fit is applied to retrieve Id, Qd.152

The output Ic, Qc and fitting retrievals Id, Qd are plotted in Fig. 3, lower panel.153

Fig. 3. Example of power estimation and multipath separation. Left panels: samples Ic (blue) and Qc (red) with the respective

fitting retrievals Id, Qd (dashed lines), upper plot, and derived power Pr (dots), Pd (dashed line), lower plot. Right panel:

power distribution P̃ (h) from the Lomb-Scargle Periodigram of the corresponding 5-minute segments. The peak lies close to

the expected antenna height of 25.0 m.

The direct signal power is calculated from the fitting results154

Pd = |Id + iQd|2 (5)

taking the squared magnitude of I and Q. The mean value Pd and the standard deviation δPd155

are calculated for each segment. Amplitudes Ir, Qr are obtained from the differences Ic − Id156

and Qc − Qd according to eq. (4). The reflection power Pr and segment estimates Pr, δPr are157

calculated using Ir, Qr analog to eq. (5). Variation of Pd and Pr within the example segment are158

shown in the lower left panel of Fig. 3. The variation within the segment weakens the precision.159

The reflected power that follows from eq. (4) can include any multipath and is not restricted160

to the sea surface. Dedicated power estimates of the specular sea surface reflection follow from161

the LSP. Therefore a variable transformation t → sin[θ(t)] is performed using the known time162
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evolution of the satellite’s elevation angle θ(t) as described by [17]. The LSP of transformed163

components Ĩr, Q̃r yields the power spectrum164

P̃r(h) = LSP
[
Ĩr

]
+ LSP

[
Q̃r

]
(6)

which is resolved in a variable h referring to the height between antenna and reflecting surface.165

It is assumed that the peak of P̃r corresponds to the specular sea surface reflection after removal166

of the direct signal contribution. Then power and height of the specular reflection are estimated167

by168

{Ps, hs} = max [Pr(h)] (7)

The LSP power spectrum with the respective peak is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3. In169

the following P denotes signal power estimates after segment integration, using eq. (7) for the170

specularly reflected signal or using Pd for the direct signal. Additionally to the signal power171

estimates a noise power Pn = var [Qmaster] is retrieved from the master antenna to quantify the172

signal tracking performance. It uses the variance, denoted var[·], over the Ts segments of the173

quadrature component.174

C. Power Ratios and Estimation of Sea Ice Concentration175

Three different power estimates are considered from the two slave antenna links: the direct176

power on the right-handed link P1 = P right
d , the reflected power on the right- and left-handed177

link P2 = P left
s , P3 = P right

s . Based on [19] adapted models for the power are found178

P1 = Gright
d P0

P2 = Gleft
s |Rcross|2Ws

2S2
2 P0

P3 = Gright
s |Rco|2Ws

2S2
3 P0 (8)

where P0 is the incoming reference power at the receiver position, G denotes the antenna179

gain, R the Fresnel reflection coefficient, Ws the power loss due to insufficient delay-Doppler180

tracking of the specularly reflected signal and S the loss of the respective signal amplitude due181

to roughness of the reflecting surface. Dependencies on left-/right-handed and co-/cross-polar182
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components are indicated. Indices d, s refer to differences due to direct and specularly reflected183

signal paths. The incoming signal is assumed to be purely right-handed polarized.184

The following method focuses on R which contains the essential information on the effective185

sea surface permittivity εsea. A single specular reflection off the sea surface is assumed. The co-186

and cross-polar form of R are written Rco = (1/2) (R‖ + R⊥) and Rcross = (1/2) (R‖ − R⊥)187

combining components with polarization parallel to the incidence plane R‖ and perpendicular to188

it R⊥. In accordance with [20], assuming for a first order reflection at the air to sea interface,189

these components read190

R‖ =
εsea sin θ −

√
εair εsea − (εair cos θ)2

εsea sin θ +
√
εair εsea − (εair cos θ)2

R⊥ =
εair sin θ −

√
εair εsea − (εair cos θ)2

εair sin θ +
√
εair εsea − (εair cos θ)2

. (9)

depending on the respective permittivities ε and the elevation angle θ.191

A mixing of bulk medium permittivities is considered for the sea surface with a fractional192

area coverage according to sea ice concentration C, cf. the definition of mixing brightness193

temperatures for sea ice radiometry [21],194

εsea(C) = C εice + (1− C) εwater. (10)

The following values of bulk permittivities in L-band are used: εair = 1 for the upper195

hemisphere, εwater = 76.4 + 48.5i for open water at 2◦C and a salinity of 34 psu [22]. The196

sea ice value εice = 3.31 + 0.11i is deduced from a brine volume calculation [23] and the197

permittivity retrieval described in [21] for 1.4GHz observations. The considered values of ice198

temperature and salinity are −1◦C and 0.5 psu. They agree with the lower bound of ice salinity199

measured at the sea ice stations (dominating multiyear ice) and with previous observations in200

Fram Strait [1].201

Six states of sea ice concentration are considered with C between 0.0 and 1.0 in steps of202

0.2. They describe the sea ice concentration between open-water and complete sea ice cover203

with 20% resolution. Additionally six states of surface roughness are introduced based on values204

assumed for the standard deviation of the sea surface height σ = std [Hsea]. These values go205

from 0 and 25 cm in steps of 5 cm. According to the explicit form given by [19] these additional206

states alter the roughness loss207
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S(σ) = exp

(
−1

2

(2π)2

λ2
σ2 sin2 θ

)
. (11)

This state-of-the-art roughness model is independent from the polarization. It has been con-208

sidered to correct the power model, cf. S2 and S3 in eq. (8). It will be shown in the results that209

estimates σ2 and σ3 inverted from the respective power observations are different. Therefore,210

the indizes of S are kept in the onward retrievals. The power estimates modelled in eq. (8) are211

combined to three power ratios (cross-, co- and cross-to-co-polar) minimizing the number of212

model unknowns213

P̃2/P1 = |Rcross(C)|2 |S2(σ)|2

P̃3/P1 = |Rco(C)|2 |S3(σ)|2

P2/P3 =
|Rcross(C)|2

|Rco(C)|2
|S23(σ)|2 (12)

For simplicity small letters p with two respective indices will denote the ratios p21 (cross),214

p31 (co) and p23 (cross-to-co). The tilde over P2 and P3 indicates that the power loss Ws has215

been corrected. Furthermore gain factors G cancel for the following reason: the gain pattern216

of the dual-polarization slave antenna is assumed to be equal for the two links Gleft = Gright.217

Due to symmetry of G, with the antenna bore-sight pointing to the horizon, the gain Gd of the218

direct signal (incidence angle β) and Gs of the specularly reflected signal (incidence angle −β)219

are considered to be equal assuming the same azimuth of both signals. A generalized roughness220

effect with different values S2 and S3 is assumed. So the effect does not cancel in the cross-to-co221

polar ratio and a residual value S23 is considered.222

Under these assumptions the model is governed by the permittivity and the roughness effects223

with respective parameters C and σ. A non-linear least-squares algorithm is applied to fit the224

models, eq. (12), to the respective power ratio observations. The squared error cost function225

δp2(C, σ) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

(
p(i) − hp(C, σ)

)2
(13)

is minimized for a discrete range of states {C, σ} with C out of {0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100}% and226

σ out of {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25} cm. Power ratio observations are denoted p(i) with the index i going227

up to the total number of observation m considered for the estimation. The model hypothesis228
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Pmaster
d P right

d P left
d P right

r P left
r Pmaster

n

av. estimate 98.2 dB 99.2 dB 84.5 dB 89.5 dB 88.8 dB 62.3 dB

av. precision 1.4 dB 1.8 dB 3.5 dB 6.4 dB 5.4 dB -

TABLE II

RESULTS OF POWER ESTIMATION ON AVERAGE OVER THE WHOLE DATA SET

hp(C, σ) assumes the different ratios given in eq. (12). The number m varies dependent on the229

recorded events within a 3 h integration period. For each period 36 (6 times 6) cost functions230

are calculated to cover the C and σ states.231

Summarizing the method three data levels can be distinguished: the I ,Q amplitudes with 0.1 s232

resolution (level 0), power ratios p derived from each segment after 5minutes integration (level233

1) and estimates C after 3 h integration (level 2). All reflection events within 3 h of integration234

contribute to one estimate of C. The estimate footprint for C covers, therefore, the whole swath235

around the ship over 3 h that means between 600m, when the ship is on station, and about 60 km,236

when the ship goes straight at cruising speed in one direction. A global roughness estimate σ is237

determined (level 2) that integrates over the entire days of the data set.238

IV. RESULTS239

The results are sorted to the data levels. First the power ratio estimates (level 1) and the240

corresponding precision are shown. The ratios’ distribution over the given elevation range and241

the agreement with the model prediction are regarded. In the second part estimates {C, σ} (level242

2) are presented.243

A. Estimated Power Ratios244

Estimation is based on 23 065 segments (1 922 hours) of GPS L1 data covering the 20 days245

of the cruise. Power values are estimated for each segment. Tab. II gives the average value and246

the corresponding average precision.247

On average the relevant signal power, right-handed direct and both reflected polarizations,248

are significantly above noise level, between 27 and 36 dB. Also the value of the direct signal249

power at left-handed polarization in considerable above noise level indicating an uncertainty in250

the polarization setting that assumes a clean right-handed incoming signal. It is important to251

note that precision of reflected power estimates is considerably lower compared to direct power252
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estimates. It has consequences for further estimation as will be shown later. An important feature253

occurs for the distribution of noise power. A relation of noise power estimates to the ship’s heave254

magnitude is shown in Fig. 4.255

Fig. 4. Upper panel: noise power estimates over time of the cruise, the number of estimates is color-coded. Lower panel:

magnitude of ship’s heave.

Measurement noise increases during high sea states when the heave range reaches one meter256

and more. The performance of direct signal tracking (master antenna) decreases when the ship257

navigates through high sea states. For these states sea ice does not occur. A threshold Pn < 65 dB258

is set to exclude high sea states from C estimation and thresholds Pj > 70 dB are set for all259

other observables, i.e. j out of {1, 2, 3} in order to guarantee a signal-to-noise ratio of at least260

5 dB.261

The distribution of estimated power ratios p23, p21 and p31 is plotted over the elevation range262

in the upper panels of Fig. 5. Respective model curves are added to relate the distribution to263

the pure permittivity effect. The distribution shows a large scatter with respect to the predicted264

effect. This scatter can be attributed to the low precision of power estimates on reflection links,265

see Tab. II. A deeper analysis is needed to examine the effects of changing permittivity or surface266

roughness.267
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Fig. 5. Observed distribution and model prediction of power ratios p21 (cross-polar), p31 (co-polar) and p23 (cross-to-co-polar)

over elevation angle. Upper panels: distribution of observations color-coded between one per bin (dark blue) and more than 100

(light yellow); predicted boundaries of open water and complete ice cover (red solid and dotted lines). Lower panels: refined

model prediction using permittivity-based model (red lines) from open water (solid), C between 20 to 80% (dashed) to complete

ice cover (dotted); model additionally refined with roughness effect σ of 10 cm (gray lines).

The model is refined to account for the intermediate C states and an additional roughness268

effect, see the respective curves in the lower panels of Fig. 5. Main features of the model269

prediction can be found in the distribution. In the given grazing angle elevation range the270

evolution is non-linear, an increase with elevation is detected for p23 and p21 whereas a decrease271

is stated for p31. The roughness loss can turn p23 and p21 to decreasing above 10 to 20◦ of272

elevation. An increase of C is predicted to decrease the ratios p23 and p21 whereas the contrast273

is predicted for p31. The distance between curves in Fig. 5 increase with C value (the solid line274

is very close and the dotted line is significantly apart from its neighbour). This trend indicates275

that the power ratio can resolve higher C values better than lower.276
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The plots cannot yet resolve the variable sea ice concentration as they lack the time infor-277

mation. However, a peak of the observed distribution between the water line (red solid) and ice278

line (red dotted) is expected based on the assumption of mixing water and ice permittivity, cf.279

eq. (10). This feature occurs particularly for p21, p23. An overestimation (p21, p23) by the pure280

permittivity model (red lines) occurs at highest elevation angles 25...30◦ where the distribution281

peak is at the ice line and below. An underestimation (p21, p23) by the model occurs at lowest282

elevations 0...5◦, where the peak lies at the water line and above. The p31 model shows a283

particular overestimation with the distribution peak mainly below the water line and seems to284

be least suitable for inversion of C. Including the roughness effect in the model of p21 and p23285

can compensate overestimation.286

In general the model fit is worst at lowest elevations. Neither the observed decrease of p21287

and p23 nor the shift of reflected power to p31 reach the amount predicted for elevation angles288

going towards zero.289

It has to be taken into account that cross-polar and cross-to-co-polar power ratios can be290

affected by the individual automatic-gain-control (AGC) applied by the GORS receiver to each291

antenna link. The comparison of the AGC records during the cruise indicates differences of the292

signal gain below 10%. Corresponding changes of p21 and p23 will thus be limited to ±0.5 dB293

and are insignificant compared to the precision limits of power retrievals, cf. Tab. II.294

B. Estimated Sea Ice Concentration295

The data set of in total 20 days provides 161 estimates of C with a temporal resolution of three296

hours and a single roughness estimate σ integrating the whole data set. Fig. 6 shows scatter plots297

comparing C estimates with corresponding ice watch results from the ship. Roughness estimates298

for the low sea state periods (low measurement noise) vary between 5 and 10 cm, cf. Tab. III.299

Good agreement in sea ice concentration occurs for the cross-polar (C21) and the cross-to-co-300

polar (C23) estimates, correlation of 0.75 and 0.67, respectively. Uncertainties of C21 and C23301

are governed by the RMSE (root mean square error) with 25% and 31%, respectively, cf. Tab.302

III. Particularly the high sea ice concentrations are underestimated by C23, see the regression303

curve in Fig. 6 and the mean biases given in Tab. III. The co-polar (C31) estimates do not304

show an agreement, correlation of −0.28. The response to sea ice does not confirm the expected305

permittivity effect in this case. High sea ice concentrations are particularly underestimated. Bias306
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roughness correlation conc. mean bias conc. RMSE conc.

ratio σ [cm] ρC ∆C [%]
√

(∆C)2 [%]

cross-to-co 10 0.67 -19 31

cross 10 0.75 8 25

co 5 -0.28 -30 53

TABLE III

ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR POWER RATIO AND SEA ICE CONCENTRATION. RESOLUTION OF C BY POWER RATIOS p GIVEN

BY THE DERIVATIVE (TAKEN AT 15◦ ELEVATION IN STEPS OF 20% CONCENTRATION), MEAN PRECISION OF POWER

ESTIMATES δp, ROUGHNESS ESTIMATES σ AND PEARSON CORRELATION ρC OF CONCENTRATION ESTIMATES WITH ICE

WATCH RESULTS.

Fig. 6. Scatter plots for the different power ratios to compare sea ice concentration estimates and watch results, corresponding

line fits (dashed) are added. In total 161 estimates are sorted to the bins with a 20% resolution. The marker size increases with

the number of estimates per bin.

and RMSE for C31 are significantly greater. The time-resolved results in Fig. 7 are restricted to307

estimates C21 and C23.308

Results from the period of sea ice occurrence (days 239 to 255) in the left panel confirm the309

proposed concept to estimate the ice concentration. The comparison of reflection based estimates310

(blue, magenta) to results of the sea ice watch (black) show an agreement in main features:311

high concentration (mainly > 60%) in the centre of Fram Strait (days 242 to 244), reduced312

concentration at the Greenland coast (days 244 to 251) with a significant anomaly (> 60%) at313

the fast ice edge (days 246 and 247) and again high concentration (> 60%) crossing the central314

part of Fram Strait on the way back (days 251 to 255). The rather large gap between estimates315

and watch results for the fast ice anomaly (days 246 and 247) relates to the starboard orientation316

of the slave antenna, the side facing the fast ice bulk when Lance was anchored there for two317
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Fig. 7. Time resolved results of sea ice concentration estimation. Left panel: estimates using cross-polar (blue dots) and cross-

to-co-polar (small magenta dots) data; ambiguous periods of high sea states (crosses) and last day’s land reflection (circles)

are detected and masked (light gray); results of sea ice watch (black line) are added. Crucial points of the ship’s trajectory are

marked: start/end in Longyearbyen (A), two-days stay at the sea ice edge (B), stays in Dijmphna Sund (C) and at Isles-de-France

(D). Right panel: ship’s orientation relative to the fast ice during the mooring period (B) on day 246, schematic plot not to scale.

days, cf. scheme in right panel of Fig. 7. The ice watch reported 60% to 70% concentration318

taking into account the fast ice (starboard) and the wide open water area next to the fast ice edge319

(port side). The GNSS setup, looking starboard only, provided concentration of 80% to 100%320

dominated by the fast ice bulk.321

In addition to the power thresholds introduced earlier, to mask high sea states and to achieve322

a minimum 5 dB signal-to-noise ratio, two more filters were applied for the results shown in323

Fig. 7. A threshold of at least 50 power estimates (segments) within the 3 h estimation interval324

is set to ensure the quality of the non-linear fit. A related lack of estimates is only found early325

in the data sets when still gaps in the continuous data recording occurred. The last six hours of326

the cruise, when the ship was in harbor, are excluded from sea ice estimation. This period of327

dominating land reflections was easily masked based on the ship’s trajectory.328

V. DISCUSSION329

In the following part the results are discussed pointing out the method’s precision and res-330

olution, reflection model and volume scatter as well as elevation dependence and roughness331

effect.332
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A. Method’s Precision and Resolution333

Comparing the power residuals δp, as defined by the cost function in eq. (13), to the formal334

precision, set by the method, allows a better understanding of the results’ uncertainty. The335

residuals and formal precision curves are shown in Fig. 8.336

Fig. 8. Power residuals and formal precision. The residuals from the cost function (black dots) are compared to the precision

curve set by method’s formal resolution (red curve). The precision curve corresponds to the difference of power ratios between

formally defined states of sea ice concentration, cf. distance of red curves in the lower panels of Fig. 5, values are plotted at

intermediate points, e.g. |p(40%)− p(20%)| at 30%. The red error bars indicate the variability of precision over the considered

elevation range, 5 to 30◦.

The formal precision curve is calculated from |∂p/∂C| δC where ∂p/∂C is the partial deriva-337

tive of the ratio model given in eq. (12) and δC is the method’s resolution which is set to 20%.338

For a sufficient resolution of states C the residuals do not exceed the formal precision curve.339

With the given data it only holds for p23, p21 at highest concentrations. The uncertainty related340

to power precision increases towards low C states. An improved precision of power estimates341

would probably reduce the residuals and improve the results of C estimation. The performance342

on the reflection link, of 5.4 dB and above, is weak comparing it to the direct link, 1.8 dB and343

below, cf. Tab. II. A possible reason of the weak performance is additional multipath that affects344

the reflected link stronger than the direct link, see residual oscillations in the time domain that345

increase the variability of Pr, cf. lower left panel of Fig. 3.346

The method’s temporal resolution is an important point for further discussion. The segment347

integration time Ts for power estimation, here set to 5 minutes, has a lower limit at about348

1.5 minutes for the presented setup. Shorter segments will not reliably resolve fringes of the349

reflected signal. Longer values Ts are only meaningful as long as power does not change during350
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Ts. The 3 h integration period to estimate sea ice concentration may be reduced. The number and351

distribution of power estimates within this period has to be sufficient for the non-linear fit. The352

3 h value is chosen to meet the resolution of the ancillary ice watch observations. An additional353

roughness estimation cannot have the same temporal resolution without affecting the sea ice354

concentration results. Only a global roughness estimate is determined integrating over the total355

duration of measurements. A better resolution of sea ice concentration states (steps < 20%) is356

currently not reasonable considering the RMSE values in Tab. III and the sensitivity to power357

precision, see Fig. 8.358

B. Reflection Model and Volume Scatter359

The comparison of results in Fig. 6 gives rise to discuss the reflection model. The results360

based on the co-polar ratio do not show the expected permittivity response to sea ice occurrence361

as it can be stated for the cross-polar results. A reason could be the volume scatter that may362

cause an additional loss when sea ice concentration increases. Such a loss is not included in363

the model yet. For the co-polar ratio the volume scatter loss would reverse the permittivity364

response to sea ice, which is actually a gain. For the cross-polar ratio, however, the loss goes365

along with the permittivity response, which is also a loss, cf. order of curves in Fig. 5. The366

permittivity response has also been studied for soil surface reflections based on a similar model.367

Although soil is a substantially different material than sea ice, there are similarities when looking368

at results from observations over soil [24] and the sea ice results presented here. A loss in the369

co-polar ratio occurs when soil permittivity decreases due to drying after precipitation. So in370

both studies the response of the co-polar ratio does not agree with the permittivity effect given by371

the Fresnel reflection coefficient. As a consequence the co-polar ratio appears less suitable and372

the cross-polar ratio gains more importance to study parameters that are related to permittivity,373

for example, ice concentration and ice type.374

The model used here considers a single reflection at the air-to-sea interface. The sea, in this375

respect, is defined by states mixing sea ice and water according to eq. (10). In general, however,376

the L-band GNSS signals will partly penetrate into the ice. For thin ice a second order reflection377

at the ice-to-water interface may occur as it was reported by [25]. During the Fram Strait cruise378

first-year and multiyear ice types were dominating with thickness usually greater than one meter379

as measured at the sea ice stations. Under these conditions volume scatter may occur, a significant380

second order reflection at the ice-to-water interface is not expected. The change of ice type381
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and thickness is an uncertainty for the described method that assumes a mixture of water and382

multiyear ice permittivities. A combination with other observation techniques is recommended383

to resolve ambiguities in the method’s response to sea ice concentration and different ice types.384

C. Elevation Dependence and Roughness Effect385

The comparison of power ratio results and model predictions in Fig. 5 shows a particular386

mismatch at lowest elevation angles. The co-polar ratio is again especially affected. However,387

the mismatch occurs also for the two other ratios. The slave antenna tilt to the horizon is388

expected to improve polarimetric measurements at lowest elevation angles. So a reason can389

be the transmission of those signals which is off-boresight, away from nadir. Due to antenna390

restrictions the polarization of the transmitted signal is degraded off-boresight. This means that391

the polarization of the incoming signal is rather elliptical than circular with a main right-handed392

and an additional left-handed component. In this case the co-/cross polar models, given above,393

would only be an approximation. However, the specified maximum ellipticity of 1.2 dB [24] is394

rather low and might not be the leading effect. Also shadowing effects can occur at grazing395

angles when the path of ocean-reflected signals is blocked by crests of waves, for example.396

The shadowing may affect the polarizations differently. Based on the current findings it is397

recommended to disregard data below 5◦ of elevation when applying the method.398

The roughness effect has been considered using a state-of-the-art model that is independent399

of signal polarization, so it is applicable to the co- and cross-polar ratios. A cross-to-co-polar400

ratio would, therefore, help to mitigate the roughness effect. The results here do not support401

this mitigation. The cross-to-co-polar ratio shows a clear roughness effect that increases with402

elevation. A model extension that accounts for a polarization-specific roughness effect and for403

volume scatter loss would be beneficial for future work.404

VI. CONCLUSIONS405

A ship-based GNSS reflectometry experiment has been conducted aboard R/V Lance during its406

Fram Strait cruise in 2016. Analyzing the experiment this paper presents a method that provides407

power estimates using polarimetric data (left- and right-handed polarization) for an inversion of408

sea ice concentration. The sea ice concentration is resolved with a three-hour period along the409

ship’s trajectory and the results are validated with ancillary ice watch data. Best agreement is410

achieved based on the cross-polar ratio of power estimates, which means left-handed reflected to411
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right-handed direct signals. A 25% RMSE persists in the results. An additional surface roughness412

effect has been taken into account with a 10 cm globally estimated standard deviation of the413

surface height. An advantage of using the cross-to-co-polar ratio instead, which means left-414

handed reflected to right-handed reflected signals, is not detected. The co-polar ratio fails in the415

given concept. The necessity of a setup with left- and right-handed polarization links can be416

concluded. The roughness effect has to be considered to account for the respective loss even417

in the grazing angle range (< 30◦ elevation). A roughness correction that is independent from418

polarization, as proposed in [19], is not sufficient to describe the here presented observations419

on the left- and right-handed link. The considered roughness model fits better the left-handed420

than the right-handed signal. A detailed resolution of sea state conditions using, for example,421

the cross-polar ratio is left for future work.422

Applying the here presented method to resolve sea ice concentration from a ship can enhance423

the options to validate other sensor data. The hardware efforts for the GNSS receiver setup424

are significantly reduced compared to microwave radiometers or SAR sensors. Furthermore a425

signal power calibration is not necessary in the given setup. The method is rather independent426

from ancillary data and robust under sea ice conditions, which means up to moderate sea427

states. Other observables, e.g. soil moisture, might be approached with this concept, also other428

receiver platforms are possible. Coherent reflection data over sea ice has also been reported from429

space-based records [25]. The resolution of sea ice concentration in such space-based records430

is anticipated for future work to foster sea ice applications and support the G-TERN mission431

concept [26].432
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